MIDNIGHT LOVE: an anthology of forbidden romance, passion and
dark fantasy

Midnight Love is a creatively constructed
series of poetic short stories featuring
unique characters and intrinsic settings.
With an exquisite combination of erotic
encounters, romantic expression and dark
fantasy curiosities, climatic endings are
guaranteed. Immeasurable levels of
pleasure and curiosity will invoke an
insatiable desire to gratify hidden desires.
Indulge, relish, satiate and give in. View
the excerpt... ...I want you to part your legs,
let the cool air caress your alter of love.
Imagine my fingers immersed in the place
that gets hot and moist, unable to dry its
self out despite the intense heat building
within. I have caught your scent, electrified
are my senses! Chakra gates open now,
correct? Imagine your fingers as mine; put
your fingers in that pussy! While my
fingers explore the vastness of your
subterranean pleasure spot, I feel the soft
ridges of your walls, your pussy muscles
squeezing my fingers, begging them to go
deeper. The tightness, the heat, the
pulsating rhythm has aroused me. I
introduce myself to your g spot, so she
knows that I am the last person she will
ever meet, desire, and yearn for. I hear her
talking; she speaks to me through the
gasping of your voice, gently moaning to
catch your breath. Soon, she will scream
obscenities Kamau, my SHE is engorged
with deep passion and longing to feel the
heat from your mouth, the pressure from
your tongue, you know my rhythm. Your
fingers explore the pink pleasure, stroking
in and out of me, I take them in my mouth
to delight in the essence of me. While
youre there, I want you to taste the
sweetness that lies within. Feast on the
meal I have presented before you. Did you
come with an appetite? Insatiable my SHE
is, SHE will not tolerate your failure to
please, this is the land of milk and honey...
Allow me to take you to new heights of
ecstasy.
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